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Way down deep
 in the deep blue sea,
 there's a lot to find.
 I guarantee! 
 Come on! Be brave!
 Just follow me!
 And let's explore
 the deep blue sea!
Jan Peck has written stories and articles in Highlights for Children, Boys' Life, Humpty 
Dumpty, and Turtle magazines. In adition, she is the author of The Giant Carrot, illustrated 
by Barry Root, and her story "The Perfect Dog" is in the best-selling book Chicken Soup 
for the Kid's Soul. Her previous picture book with Simon & Schuster is Way Down Deep in 
the Deep Blue Sea. She resides in Texas.PreSchool-Grade 1-In a singsong text, a little boy 
describes his adventure into the deep blue sea. He plays peekaboo with a hermit crab and 
fences with a swordfish until he eventually discovers a pirate's treasure chest, but he leaves 
most of it behind when he meets what's on the next page-a shark. Still, he manages to 
bring a coin back up to his mother, who is waiting for him at the surface. The last page 
shows all of the animals left behind looking a little less intimidating as they float in the 
bathtub. Although the concept is fun and the bubbly illustrations are colorful, the book 
falters due to the text's occasionally bumpy rhythm. "Way down deep in the deep blue sea,/
I spy a sea horse racing by me./Hello, sea horse./Giddy-up, sea horse./See you later, sea 
horse./Swim away." While this offering provides big illustrations, plenty of repetition, and 
good opportunities for interaction with children during storytime, it may not garner as 
much enthusiasm from kids as other similar titles, such as Linda Ashman's Rub-a-Dub Sub 
(Harcourt, 2003).-Julie Roach, Malden Public Library, MA 
Copyright � Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Other Books
Deep Blue Sea, Beneath the shimmering surface lies a dark secret... Two sisters unravel a 
tangle of lies in Deep Blue Sea, an intriguing and unputdownable novel from Sunday Times 
bestselling author, Tasmina Perry. Perfect for fans of Perry's latest bestseller, The Pool 
House and Michelle Frances' The Girlfriend. 'Sexual tension and an untimely death set the 
scene for perfect poolside escapism... Perry delivers a big juicy holiday read with enough 
sexual tension - unresolved and otherwise - to keep you gripped' - Marie-Claire Diana and 
Julian Denver have the world at their feet. With a blissful marriage, a darling son and 
beautiful homes in London and the country, Diana's life, to the outside world, is perfect. But 
nothing is as it seems... When Julian dies suddenly and tragically, Diana is convinced there 
is more to it than meets the eye. She calls on the one person she had never wanted to see 
again - her sister, Rachel. A former tabloid reporter, Rachel appears to be living the dream 
as a diving instructor on a Thai island. The truth is she's in exile, estranged from her family 
and driven from her career by Fleet Street's phone-hacking scandal. For Rachel, Diana's 
request opens old wounds. But she is determined to make amends for the past, and 
embarks on a treacherous journey to uncover the truth - wherever it may lead... What 
readers are saying about Deep Blue Sea: 'The plot line is fantastic, there was a great air of 
mystery... I was so intrigued!' 'A riveting book full of suspense, intrigue, and twists and turns 
that you won't see coming' 'This was a fantastic read that really captured my imagination - 
a mystery with heart'
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�����. Beneath the shimmering surface lies a dark secret... Two sisters unravel a tangle of 
lies in Deep Blue Sea, an intriguing and unputdownable novel from Sunday Times 
bestselling author of The Pool House and The Ivy."
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